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Languages that do not use space or other punctuation to demarcate word boundaries 
typically show improvements in early reading time measures when spaces are inserted. However, 
it seems that Thai may not follow this same trend (Winskel, Radach, & Luksaneeyanawin, 2009). 
One potential explanation is that Thai orthography may provide other cues that guide readers in 
word segmentation, even in the absence of explicit word boundary punctuation. A self-paced 
reading experiment investigates the role that visual salience of graphemes that appear above or 
below the main line of text plays in word segmentation and reading. Visual salience was 
operationally defined by the physical size of the grapheme, manipulated by font size 
specification. The necessity for the reader to segment the words themselves was manipulated by 
changing the windowing for a key target region in each sentence, such that normal windowing 
(i.e., normal segmentation) meant that all words were presented one at a time in the self-paced 
reading paradigm.  In abnormally-segmented conditions, the self-paced window boundaries were 
shifted to include the target word as well as part of the neighboring words. Mis-segmentation and 
grapheme size yielded significant main effects, and the interaction between the two factors was 
significant (p=0.03298), indicating when segmentation was left up to the reader, the shrunken 
graphemes caused a greater slow-down than when segmentation was done properly for them by 
the self-paced windowing paradigm.  Thus, Thai readers parse text more effectively when 
graphemes in the special vertical position are larger, showing that graphemes in vertical position 
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Punctuation (including space) has the power to join and divide. For a reader, it can group 
phrases, help segment words, and help plan eye movements within those phrases. In nearly all of 
the most commonly taught languages, spaces separate words, as in this very sentence. During 
normal reading of languages such as English, the planning of eye movements is informed and 
facilitated by the presence of spaces between words. When the spaces in English are removed, 
studies have shown that reading deteriorates, and eye movements are executed less optimally 
(Juhasz, Inhoff, & Rayner, 2005; Pollatsek & Rayner, 1982; Rayner, Fischer, & Pollatsek, 1998). 
One way to interpret this is that the spaces serve to help the eyes identify the boundaries of 
words. However, since English is normally written with spaces, an alternative explanation is that 
reading without the spaces is unnatural for readers of English and therefore more difficult. 
The Thai writing system presents an interesting contrast to English, because it is normally 
written without spaces between words (see Table 1).  




Since Thai does not use space as a separator between words, the question arises as to how 
readers plan their eye movements and whether reading without spaces is detrimental when that is 
how readers are accustomed to seeing the language. Moreover, if there are not explicit cues to 
segmenting the words, yet reading without spaces is not as detrimental to Thai readers as it is for 
readers in other languages, then are there systematic patterns in the writing system that aid in 
word segmentation? This study focuses on the effect of certain salient vowel graphemes as cues 
to syllabification or segmentation of words in Thai text. 
 	
		
Thai is read from left to right. The placement and shape of certain vowel graphemes in 
Thai may provide a visual cue salient enough to facilitate planning the next eye movement in the 
                                                
1 Taken from headline of Matichon newspaper, online at www.matichon.co.th (13 January 2013) 
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absence of spaces. In particular, certain vowels are placed before, above, or below their syllable 
onset consonant. In the following examples, a dash (-) represents where the onset consonant 
letter would appear in relation to the vowel letters.  In all cases the vowel is pronounced after the 
consonant, regardless of the visual orientation of the graphemes (to the right, to the left, above, 
or below). 
Table 2. Direction of the vowel character relative to onset consonant 
 to the Right to the Left Above Below 
Thai characters ­ะ   -า ไ-  ใ-   เ-  แ- -  ิ   ­  ี  ­  ึ  ­  ื   ­ ั ­ ุ    ­ ู
Sound (IPA) a    aː  ai   ai    e   ɛ i      iː   ɯ   ɯː    a u  uː 
 
Notice that the vowel graphemes representing the sound /ai/ (ไ and ใ) have ascenders and 
are therefore taller and more salient. Vowels written above or below the consonant are also 
inherently salient because they appear in a different vertical orthographic position (VOP) than is 
occupied by most of the other graphemes.  This gives them a particular visual salience in the 
parafovea (i.e. the region within one’s visual field peripheral to the area with the greatest visual 
resolution). These vowels could serve as systematic visual cues for onset consonants, and thus 
also for word boundaries (though less perfectly for the latter). It should be noted, though, that not 
all vowels are necessarily visually salient in this way.  In particular, consider the vowels written 
to the right of the consonant.  Also, some syllables have unwritten, assumed vowels, thus making 
the syllabification of adjacent consonants difficult. 
 
	
During the reading process, the eyes progress through text alternating between fixations 
and saccades (quick eye movement between fixations). While fixating on one portion of text, a 
plan is made regarding where to fixate next. Within a certain spatial range (the visual perceptual 
span2), readers can perceive visual orthographic information of graphemes outside of the fovea 
(the center of one’s field of vision where sensation is most acute). This parafoveal information 
allows the reader to begin processing visual characteristics of upcoming text. Letter identity, 
upcoming punctuation, or other low-level perceptual information may be gleaned this early 
                                                
2
 Perceptual span is often operationally defined as the distance from the center of the fovea that a disruption in 
reading occurs when orthographic information is missing or modified 	
 
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(Pollatsek & Rayner, 1982). The more processing that occurs during parafoveal preview, the less 
time the reader may need to fixate directly on that portion of upcoming text, sometimes skipping 
it altogether (for short or contextually predicted words). Space is one example of a cue that, 
when processed parafoveally, can improve the planning and execution of the next eye movement. 
Parafoveal preview has been measured in eye tracking experiments using what is called a 
boundary change paradigm. A boundary change paradigm takes into account where the center of 
the fovea is and at a certain distance from the fovea makes changes to the visual stimuli when a 
certain boundary is crossed.  When text in the parafovea has one form yet has a different form 
when fixated, the effect of parafoveal preview can be separated from foveal processing. If certain 
information is either present or absent in the parafovea, it will only affect processing (for better 
or worse) if it fits within the distance from the fovea that is within the perceptual span and thus 






Winskel, Radach, & Luksaneeyanawin (2009) studied the effects of the presence or 
absence of spacing between words in reading English and Thai. Participants in the study 
included English monolinguals and Thai-English bilinguals. Both groups of participants read 
English sentences with and without spacing; the bilinguals also read Thai with and without 
spacing. Lexical frequency of the target word was also manipulated.  
Winskel and colleagues hypothesized that, if spacing helps with word segmentation, then 
reading either English or Thai with spacing would increase reading speed and improve first 
fixation landing position within word.  Rayner (1998) gives an overview of viewing location 
within a word and makes a distinction between Optimal Viewing Position (OVP) and Preferred 
Viewing Location (PVL). The OVP would be the center of the word, because it allows the reader 
to gain as much information about the word in a single fixation as possible. Actual performance 
by readers, on the other hand, shows that they tend to fixate between the center and the 
beginning of the word, which is the PVL.  Couched in these terms, Winskel et al. (2009) 
hypothesized that spacing would allow readers of Thai to fixate closer to the OVP (or at least the 
PVL), whereas reading without spaces would cause first fixations to be closer to the beginning of 
the word (Rayner, Fischer, & Pollatsek, 1998). 
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For whole sentence measures, they found that the monolingual English readers read the 
unspaced condition more slowly than the spaced condition. The Thais read the unspaced English 
sentences even slower relative to the spaced English sentences. However, when reading Thai, the 
bilinguals read the unspaced condition slightly faster. Possible explanations for this could 
include: (a) They are more used to reading Thai without spaces; (b) without spacing, better 
preview effects of the text downstream can be obtained and therefore skipping can occur more; 
and (c) without spacing, the sentences occupy a shorter linear distance, which therefore the eyes 
can traverse more rapidly.   
For early reading time measures related to the target words, they found some of the 
patterns of effects that they hypothesized.  For instance, measures such as gaze and fixation 
duration were longer in the unspaced conditions for the bilinguals reading both Thai and English. 
The same trend was found with the English monolinguals. In all conditions, fixation duration 
was longer for lower frequency words. However, the hypothesized interaction between spacing 
and frequency was not observed. 
The authors’ hypothesis about first fixation landing position within the target words was 
unsupported.  Spacing, or the lack thereof, in Thai did not affect landing position in their study.  
This may be because many details (such as default tone, tone markers, and vowel position) are 
determined by the onset consonant cluster.  This might then require the reader’s focus to be 
closer to the beginning, even when segmentation is not an issue. 
The advantage that was found for native speakers reading un-spaced Thai could simply 
be the result of convention and experience, but Winskel later tested the importance of parafoveal 
preview in Thai using a boundary change experiment (2011; for first use of boundary change 
paradigm, see Rayner, 1975).  In this paradigm, one version of the text is presented in the 
reader’s parafovea, but as the reader’s gaze crosses a pre-determined boundary and the text 
enters the fovea, the text is changed (see example in Figure 1).  In Winskel’s study, when the 
wrong vowel was presented before crossing this boundary, reading times were only affected by 
parafoveal vowel manipulations when the vowel was in Horizontal Orthographic Position (HOP), 
i.e. to the left or right of the consonant. In contrast to vowels, when tone markers in VOP were 
manipulated parafoveally, reading time suffered.  
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Figure 1. Boundary Change Paradigm: Mechanics of the change 
 
Thai readers process orthographic information in their parafovea, but phonological 
information is not yet processed at the preview stage (Winskel, 2011). As described above, each 
Thai vowel grapheme is assigned one of four locations relative to the onset consonant: above, 
below, left, or right. Since Thai is read left to right, vowels that appear left of the onset consonant 
thus force a misalignment between the serial order of graphs and the temporal order of the 
corresponding phones. This is a normal trait of Thai orthography, not an artificial manipulation.  
For sentence contexts, there is evidence that words containing misaligned vowels are read more 
slowly than words without (Winskel, 2009). 
 
	
The work by Winskel and colleagues just described suggests that it is the visual salience 
of graphemes written in Vertical Orthographic Position (VOP) that influences the efficacy with 
which readers of Thai segment text in the absence of inter-word space. Because Thai is read 
from left to right, the left-to-right order of the consonant characters represents the order in which 
those consonants are pronounced.  Each vowel grapheme has a consistent position with respect 
to the onset consonant, located in one of the four cardinal directions from the consonant (as seen 
in Table 2).  Therefore, any vowel character—and the knowledge of where that grapheme must 
be positioned—provides deducible information about the location of the beginning of a syllable.  
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Although reading processes in Thai may typically progress at the word level, many words in 
Thai are monosyllabic, so letters in VOP often coincide with word-beginnings as well.  If vowels 
are used as word boundary cues, then those that are more visually salient would be even stronger 
cues in the parafovea than the less salient ones. However, just because the vowels are deducible 
as cues for word segmentation, there is no evidence from reading behavior studies that 
demonstrate that they are actually used as cues in the fovea or parafovea.   
In order to test the role of VOP in Thai word segmentation, this experiment manipulated 
the visual salience of vowels (and other graphemes that appear in VOP), as well as the 
segmentation (grouping) in which the words are revealed in a self-paced reading paradigm. To 
manipulate the visual salience of graphemes in VOP, the font size of the vertical graphemes was 
shrunk to half the font size of the other graphemes in one condition, while leaving them normal-
sized in the other.  The font size manipulation did not affect the left-to-right linear distance of the 
sentences, thus avoiding the confound present in Winskel et al. (2009). The segmentation into 
words was manipulated for a single target word within each sentence by re-segmenting it with 
the nearest neighboring letter from either side of the target word (mis-segmented condition).   
The design of this experiment allowed for at least two opposing patterns of results and, 
by extension, two opposing conclusions. Slower reading times on mis-segmented trials would be 
expected, since it amounts to an inaccurate cue to word boundaries.  However, such a main effect 
alone does not clarify whether letters in VOP facilitate word segmentation.  Rather, the 
difference lies in whether there is an interaction between the visual salience and segmentation 
manipulations.  A main effect of visual salience of graphemes in vertical position but without an 
interaction with segmentation would show that those graphemes are important for word 
recognition but would give no reason to conclude that they aid specifically with word 
segmentation.  Alternatively, the salience of the vertical graphemes could affect word 
segmentation specifically, and not just broader word recognition processes. In that case, salience 
would not affect a reader’s ability to segment words when the letters are already correctly 
grouped in the properly-segmented condition.  In contrast, an interaction effect of visual salience 
would manifest itself in the mis-segmented condition, meaning that the cue is specifically helpful 






Twenty-four native speakers of Thai (13 female) participated in this experiment. All were 
living in the Champaign-Urbana, IL area, most of them pursuing undergraduate or graduate 
studies at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.  All participants had normal or 
corrected-to-normal vision and were paid $10 for their participation.3 Ages ranged from 18 to 36, 
with a mean age of 26.3.  While all participants were native speakers of Thai, they were also 





One hundred twelve experimental sentences and six practice sentences were constructed 
by a native speaker of Thai.  Four images of each sentence (for a total of 448 images) were 
created by crossing two factors, each with two levels: font size and segmentation.  For the font 
size factor, one condition of each sentence showed all graphemes as equivalently sized, while in 
the manipulated condition, all VOP graphemes were shrunk to half their original size.  The 
shrunken condition left the VOP letters horizontally centered over the consonant letter in the 
mainline and did not affect the spacing between the mainline letters.  (See example of font size 
manipulation in Table 7.)  As for segmentation, in one condition, all words were properly 
segmented.  In another condition, all words but the target word and the words directly preceding 
and following the target were properly segmented.  The target word was mis-segmented by 
incorporating the final letter of the preceding word and the first letter of the following word 
(including any graphemes above or below).  It should be noted that the target word was the same 
in each set of four sentences, allowing for comparison among the conditions without needing to 
account for differences due to lexical frequency.   
                                                
3
 This study was made financially possible thanks to a 2012 Cognitive Science / Artificial Intelligence Award from 
the Beckman Institute for Advanced Science. 
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Table 3. Experimental Conditions 
 Normal Size Shrunken 









The target word for each sentence had at least one vowel or tone diacritic in Vertical 
Orthographic Position (from the set  ิ  ี  ึ  ื  ั     ้        ุ  )ู.  The target word was never the first 
or last word of the sentence, since initial and wrap-up process can inflate reading times in those 
positions. The majority of the target words were at least 2 regions from the beginning or end of 
the sentence, and only seven of the targets were the second or penultimate word of the sentence. 
The length of each sentence was limited in order to ensure that all stimuli appeared on a 
single line when presented on the screen for the self-paced reading study.  In order to quantify 
the length of sentences, it is useful to define a measure called horizontal orthographic units. 
Since some graphemes in Thai (such as tone marks and certain vowels) are written above or 
below another character, they do not by themselves occupy horizontal space. In contrast, all 
consonants, other vowels, and certain punctuation do necessitate additional horizontal space for 
each grapheme (in typography terms, they have a positive advance width). The count of the 
characters in a string that necessarily occupy horizontal space shall be referred to as the string’s 
length in horizontal orthographic units (HOU).   




Sentences with a variety of syntactic structures and topics were used so that findings 
could be as widely generalizable as possible. Sentence widths also varied (in HOU), in part due 
to the variety of syntactic structures, as well as to the varying lexical content. The minimum 
width was 29 horizontal units, and the maximum was 82 units.  Table 5 summarizes the sentence 
widths, and Appendix §7.5 contains the full list of sentences used. 
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Table 5. Summary of widths of items, in HOU 
Minimum  1st Quartile Median Mean  3rd Quartile Maximum 
29.00 51.00 62.00 60.53 69.00 82.00 
 
Each sentence was presented in a word-by-word, self-paced reading fashion and was 
followed by a true/false comprehension task. The entire question was presented at once, and 
participants were asked to judge it as either true or false based on the preceding sentence. Each 
item had just one comprehension question associated with it, and the items were devised so that 
half were true and half were false.  
The sentences were segmented into individual words, although determining what 
constitutes a word is not as straightforward a task for Thai as it is for English.  In English, a 
writer signals what they consider to be a word by placing spaces on either side. Prescriptive 
norms stating which strings can stand alone as words are propagated at the level of society and 
educational systems, and are inherent in dictionaries.  
Thai, on the other hand, is not written with punctuation (such as space) demarcating each 
word. Thus, other criteria are needed to determine word boundaries. Individual morphemes 
should not span across a word boundary, so identifying morpheme boundaries could be one 
strategy employed by Thai readers. While Thai does have polysyllabic words, syllable 
information can narrow down possible locations for word boundaries. Finally, corpus statistics 
about morpheme or syllable co-occurrence could help decide whether a group of syllables or 
morphemes should be considered multiple words or just one compound word. Haruechaiyasak 
and colleagues implemented various dictionary-based and machine-learning-based algorithms, 
and found that the machine-learning ones performed better (2008). 
The sentences in this study were segmented using a program that maximizes the 
likelihood of collocation based on corpus statistics. The software was written by Wirote 
Aroonmanakun of Chulalongkorn University (2002a; 2002b). The program succeeded in 
segmenting most of the sentences and failed for only a few of the sentences (due to out-of-
vocabulary words). In the few failed cases, segmentation was done manually by the author (who 
is literate in Thai). 
One of the manipulations in this experiment was the mis-segmentation of word 
boundaries. In trials designated for the mis-segmented condition, the window boundaries 
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surrounding the target word (the regions of text that are seen simultaneously) were shifted 
outwards by one Horizontal Orthographic Unit, thus including the nearest consonant (and 
vertically placed graphemes, if any) of the neighboring words.  
 
Table 6. Segmentation manipulations 
Example  / = window boundaries; underlining = target word 
Normally Segmented: ทาง / สังคม / ปัจจุปัน 
Mis-Segmented: ทา / งสังคมปั / จจุปัน 
 
Images of the sentences as well as pixel coordinates of the window boundaries were 
generated using the Python Imaging Library (Lundh, 2009). Images of the text of font size 50 
(main line) and 25 (Vertical Orthographic Position) were generated on top of a white background 
of size 2560x100 pixels and were saved as PNG files.  A truncated example of a single item in 
normal and shrunk form appears in Table 7. 
 
 
Table 7. Shrunk Condition Example 
Normal, Uniform Font Size 
 
Graphemes in VOP Shrunk to half normal size 
 
 
Stimuli were presented visually one window of text at a time on a 20” CRT monitor 
(Sony Trinitron MultiScan 500-PS) using a resolution of 1280 x 800 and refresh rate of 75 Hz.4  
One horizontal orthographic unit (one letter) occupied 0.45 degrees visual angle.  The 
experiment was administered using Experiment Builder, software developed and licensed by SR 
Research Ltd. (Canada).  Trials started with a fixation point on the left side of the screen, where 
                                                
4
 Note that the sentence images were saved with a width precisely twice the number of pixels as the screen 
resolution. The images were resized to 1280 x 50 pixels by the Experiment Builder software. 
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the first word would appear. Participants were instructed to look at the fixation point and press a 
button on a Gravis PC Gamepad controller in order to begin the trial. They pressed the same 
button each time they were ready to advance to the next word. Timing of all button responses 
was recorded.  For the true/false statement that was presented after each trial, true and false 
responses were made by pressing a second and third button on the Gamepad, meaning that each 
of the three response buttons used had a dedicated response.  The Gravis PC Gamepad was 
connected to a Dell computer via serial port, and responses were recorded using the TTL trigger 
node in Experiment Builder, which is capable of more accurate recording of response times than 




Accuracy was then calculated for each trial. For each window, reading time was 
measured as the latency between presses of the button to advance.  The critical region consisted 
of the target word and the windows immediately preceding and following the target word 
(target ± 1). The reason for including these three windows is that due to the segmentation 
manipulation, the length of the target window varies across conditions, while the length of the 3-
window region does not vary. Moreover, processing costs and benefits of a given region can 







Speed and accuracy were recorded for the comprehension questions, and reading time 
was measured for each window.  Overall, participant accuracy was high (M = 95.4, SD = 3.4), as 
was accuracy by item (M = 95.4, SD = 7.1). The two histograms below show the distribution of 
accuracy when grouped by subject and by item. The latencies for responding to the 




Figure 2 verifies that the overall comprehension accuracy was high. Two subjects out of 24 had 
accuracy below 90%. Subjects’ accuracy ranged from 87.3% to 99.1%. 
 
 






Hist: Comprehension Accuracy (by subject)














Figure 3 shows that most of the items were unambiguous, with only one item on which 
participants were split. The answers considered correct were the ones chosen by the majority of 






The distribution of reaction times on the comprehension questions (Figure 4) shows that most 
responses were made between 2 to 6 seconds. 
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Figure 5 and Figure 6 illustrate the typical duration spent on the target words, aggregated 
by subject. Overall, they spent half a second on the target word itself. 
 
Figure 5  Target Word Duration by Subject 
 
 
Summary of Mean Target Duration (ms) by Subject 
   Min. 1st-Quartile  Median    Mean 3rd-Quartile    Max.  
  309.1        427.3   499.9   567.2        645.1  1042.0 
Figure 6 Quartiles and mean of target word durations, collapsed by subject 






Hist: Mean Target Duration (by Subject)













Figure 7  Target Word Duration by Item 
Figure 7 shows the distribution of mean target durations when aggregated by item. 
 
 
Target Durations aggregated by Item 
   Min. 1st Quartile  Median    Mean 3rd Quartile    Max.  
  377.1        472.9   552.5   567.2        623.9  1085.0 
Figure 8  Quartiles for the distribution of mean target durations when aggregated by item 
 
Reading Times (Target word only) Duration (ms) Standard Error of the mean 
Mis-segmented Shrunk 697.9 20.0 Not Shrunk 628.5 18.3 
Segmented Shrunk 472.2 12.6 Not Shrunk 470.1 15.8 
Figure 9. Target Word Reading Times by Condition 
 
The typical target word reading time, by participant and by item, was about 500 ms. The 
summary of target word reading times by condition (Figure 9) indicates trends of a main effect of 
segmentation such that the mis-segmented condition slowed reading on the target by about 120 
ms. The means of the shrunken condition versus normal size was only 38 ms different (shrunken 
slower), which is within one standard error of the mean, meaning that they may come from the 





Hist: Mean Target Duration (by item)











same distribution. The difference between font size conditions increased by 70 ms from the 
segmented to the mis-segmented condition, hinting at an interaction. As reasoned in §1.4 on page 





Two problems emerge from looking only at target word duration in milliseconds. First, 
the target window is two letters longer in the mis-segmented condition, which is a confound to 
consider when interpreting the longer reading duration reported for that condition. To deal with 
the target window / segmentation confound, the word preceding and following the target should 
be included in the critical region. The length of that three-word region did not vary across 
conditions, making for the most equitable comparison.  
The second problem is that the raw reading times in Figure 10 exhibit strong positive 
skew (as any reading or reaction time data naturally do), making many data points look like 
outliers.  One way of handling the reading time skew is to use a logarithmic transformation 
(Ratcliff, 1993).  Figure 11 illustrates the relationship between the shrunken graphemes and 
missegmented words manipulations. The graph type is a notched box plot. Each box represents 
the first and third quartiles. The notch is centered on the median, and if the notch’s height (a 
fraction of the interquartile range) does not overlap with another notch, the medians may be 
reliably different. The dependent axis scale is log10, although the labels are converted to 
milliseconds to make them more interpretable. 
The comparisons of reading times above do not take into account individual differences 
between participants and between items. In the next sub-section, these variables are incorporated 






Figure 10. Duration of the target region (target window plus the two adjacent windows) 
Figure 10 illustrates the relationship between the shrunk graphemes and missegmented 
words manipulations. The graph type is a notched box plot. Each box represents the first and 
third quartiles. The notch is centered on the median, and if the notches height (a fraction of the 
interquartile range) does not overlap with another notch, the medians may be reliably different. 













































































































x = mean 
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Figure 11. Reading time of expanded target region (target window plus the two adjacent 
windows). Dependent axis is scaled as log10(ms), but the labels are converted to raw 
milliseconds. 
 
     Missegmented shrunk  Mean log(dur)   StDev   N   StErr 
                0      0         3.0743  0.0353 672  0.0072 
                1      0         3.1449  0.0380 672  0.0075 
                0      1         3.0891  0.0355 672  0.0073 
                1      1         3.1832  0.0415 672  0.0079 
Figure 12 
Figure 12 summarizes the logarithm of target region (target word plus preceding and 













































































The full mixed-effects model contained the following fixed factors: font-size, 
segmentation, and the interaction between the two. Two random factors were also included: 
subject and item. The model estimate for the intercept (target + neighbors) is 10^3.07 ms (1187 
ms), and the estimates of the effect sizes (added to the intercept) are approximately: shrinking 
adds 41 ms, mis-segmentation adds 209 ms, and on trials where both manipulations occurred, 
reading slowed an additional 66 ms beyond the main effects. The t-values show a large 
segmentation effect (t=9.05).  The shrunken VOP factor had a smaller, marginally significant t-
value (t=1.89); however, the interaction term was significant (t=2.13).  See Table 8 below for the 
summary of the full model. 
Table 8. Statistical summary of the Full Mixed-Effects model 
Formula: log10(duration) ~ shrunk + misseg + shrunk*misseg  
  + (1|subj) + (1|itemid)  
 
   AIC   BIC logLik deviance REMLdev 
 -2539 -2498   1276    -2553   -2523 
 
Random effects: 
Groups   Name        Variance  Std.Dev. 
 itemid   (Intercept) 0.0031671 0.056277 
 subj     (Intercept) 0.0139843 0.118255 
 Residual             0.0204335 0.142946 
Number of obs: 2688, groups: itemid, 112; subj, 24 
 
Fixed effects: 
                      Estimate Std. Error t value 
(Intercept)           3.074291   0.025325  121.39 
shrunkTRUE            0.014768   0.007798    1.89 
missegTRUE            0.070575   0.007798    9.05 
shrunkTRUE:missegTRUE 0.023527   0.011029    2.13 
 
The Reduced Model differs from the full model only in removing the interaction term. 
The interaction is the critical effect necessary to provide strong evidence that readers use 
graphemes in VOP to aid word segmentation. If the reduced model fits the data much worse than 
the full model, then the interaction accounts for significant variability. Table 9 shows the 
summary of the Reduced Model without interaction.  
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Table 9. Reduced Model (excludes the Interaction) 
Formula: log10(duration) ~ shrunk + misseg + (1|subj) + (1|itemid)  
 
   AIC   BIC logLik deviance REMLdev 
 -2536 -2501   1274    -2548   -2526 
 
Random effects: 
Groups   Name         Variance  Std.Dev. 
 itemid   (Intercept) 0.0031656 0.056263 
 subj     (Intercept) 0.0139839 0.118253 
 Residual             0.0204700 0.143073 
Number of obs: 2688, groups: itemid, 112; subj, 24 
 
Fixed effects: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value 
(Intercept) 3.068410   0.025172  121.90 
shrunkTRUE  0.026531   0.005519    4.81 
missegTRUE  0.082338   0.005519   14.92 
 
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC; similar to the Bayesian Information Criterion) is 
used to compare the amount of information a given model preserves relative to the most effective 
model within a set of models (Akaike, 1974; for comparison of AIC and BIC, see Burnham & 
Anderson, 2004). AIC is derived from a likelihood computation. The model with the lowest AIC 
(most negative) is the best, and the AIC of all the other models is logarithmically scaled (base=e) 
relative to that best model, resulting in the Relative Likelihood. The AIC and Relative likelihood 
for various versions of the mixed effects model are shown below in Figure 13.  More details 
about each model can be found in Appendix section 7.2.  The probability of the reduced models 
relative to the full model was calculated using the likelihood ratio test. The interaction in the full 
model was statistically significant (p=0.03298), and according to the parameter estimates of the 
full mixed effects model (Table 8), the interaction had a larger effect size than the main effect of 
shrunken font size. The conclusion drawn from these comparisons is that the interaction added 
significantly to the model fit. 
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 AIC Relative 
Likelihood 
p-value 
Full Model -2539 1  
Drop Interaction -2536 2.799e-01 < 0.033 
Drop Shrunk & 
Interaction 
-2515 7.692e-06 1.041e-06 
Drop Items (rand) -2329 2.831e-46  
Drop Misseg and 
interaction 
-2325 3.497e-47 2.2e-16 
Subject & Item 
only 
-2306 2.408e-51 2.2e-16 
Drop Subject 
(rand) 
-1258 7.428e-279  




This experiment tested the influence on Thai word segmentation exerted by the visual 
salience of vowel and tone graphemes that are written above or below the consonants. The 
challenge to word identification due to mis-segmentation was the most reliable and strongest 
factor to cause slower reading times on target words.  Reducing visual salience of vertically 
placed vowels negligibly slowed reading in the properly-segmented condition, which is 
analogous to the finding in Winskel (2011), in which manipulated grapheme identity for vowels 
in VOP did not disrupt reading. However, the significant interaction between segmentation and 
vowel salience in this study demonstrates that those vowels in VOP are important to visual word 
segmentation in Thai – an observation that is novel to the present study.  
The visual salience of Thai vowel graphemes—specifically, their extension above and 
below the vertical plane—has a subtle yet robust effect on word segmentation during reading.  
The subtleness likely means that it is one of several potential cues to segmentation, but 
nevertheless one that has been heretofore unattested.   
 
The results of this self-paced reading require further testing with a more sensitive 
paradigm that reflects a more natural reading process. Performing a similar visual salience 
manipulation in an eye-tracking boundary change paradigm would be both more natural and 
more sensitive. Unlike the self-paced reading paradigm, the entire sentence would be visible at 
once, and re-reading would be possible. Eye movement data are finer-grained, which would 
enable a more conclusive determination of how strong the interaction effect is. The follow-up 
study would differ from Winskel’s boundary change experiment , because Winskel’s 
manipulation was to change the grapheme identity that was visible in the parafovea, but they did 
nothing to manipulate visual salience. Even if the vowels in VOP were not used for lexical 
identification, they might still have been used as gross visual cues. A preview of the wrong 
vowel might provide the same kind of gross visual cue that the present study finds may benefit 
reading Thai without space punctuation.  By using a shrinking manipulation, the grapheme 
identity does not change, but only its salience does.  
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The mis-segmentation condition as implemented in the present study (which did not 
change spacing between words but rather only the timing that the letters were visible) would not 
be necessary or even relevant in an eye-tracking study, since the whole sentences would appear 
at once, inducing the natural challenge of needed to find word boundaries in space-less Thai text. 
The nearest analog to mis-segmentation in eye tracking would be inserting spaces in the wrong 
places (separating letters that belong to the same word).  While such a manipulation might also 
be interesting to observe, it informs a different research question than the one posed here. Here 
we are concerned with isolating the effects of cues other than space. Winskel and colleagues 
(2009) concerned themselves with the presence or absence of an accurate cue. Studying the 
influence of a misinformative cue such as wrongly-placed spaces would merit a separate 
experiment altogether.  
So far the introduction of (correctly-placed) space in normally spaceless Thai has been 
assumed to either be helpful or neutral, but future research must also consider the possibility that 
adding space between all words could hurt sentence processing. Recall that space, when added, 
did not necessarily help in reading Thai (Winskel, Radach, & Luksaneeyanawin, 2009). One 
possible explanation already given in this paper is that one informative cue (visual salience of 
letters in VOP) helps, while adding a second informative cue (space) provides no additional 
benefit. One participant pointed out during the debriefing that he uses space to disambiguate or 
to parse the syntactic structure of complex sentences. Thus if space is introduced between all 
words, then space as a syntactic cue would be obscured. Consider the analogous case of the 
comma in English. When a comma is placed in a sentence, it groups ideas and can help the 
reader understand and parse the phrase-level structure. The comma would cease to be helpful in 
parsing phrase structure if it were inserted between every pair of words, even though it might 
facilitate word-level segmentation.  
The ramification of this possibility is that it provides another reason why inserting spaces 
does not help in reading Thai. The reasoning behind the present study is that there might already 
be some cue that helps readers segment words, and therefore adding a second cue does not help. 
The rationale behind the comma analogy is contrary, or at least agnostic, to what cues might 
normally be available for word segmentation. Regardless of Thai word segmentation cues in the 
absence of spacing, undermining space as a phrasal cue (by adding space everywhere) might 
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worsen higher-level comprehension of the intended phrase structure. Further experimentation 




The goal of this study was to isolate the effect that the letters in the visually salient 
Vertical Orthographic Position (VOP) have on the time course of reading sentences in Thai. 
Results from a self-paced reading study showed main effects of VOP letter size and of temporal 
grouping of letter presentation. Making the VOP letters small slowed down reading. Temporally 
mis-segmenting the letters so that letters from more than one word were visible at the same time 
also slowed reading. Experiencing both manipulations simultaneously produced a significant 
interaction, inducing a reduction in reading speed beyond the additive effects of each 
manipulation individually. This heretofore unobserved interaction supports the hypothesis that 
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Participant Gender Age Handed Vision Highest 
Completed 
1 F 20 R Corrected Undergrad 2 years 
2 F 24 R Corrected Grad 
3 M 20 R Normal Undergrad 3 years 
4 M 27 R Corrected Completed Grad 
5 M 25 R Corrected Grad 
6 F 28 R Normal Completed Grad 
7 F 21 R Corrected Undergrad 2 years 
8 F 24 R Corrected Grad 
9 F 29 R Corrected Completed Grad 
10 F 36 R Normal Grad 
11 F 31 R Corrected Grad 
12 M 28 R Corrected Undergrad 4 years 
13 M 22 R Normal Undergrad 3 years 
14 M 26 R Normal Grad 
15 F 19 L Normal Undergrad 1 year 
16 F 28 R Corrected Grad 
17 F 28 R Corrected Completed Grad 
18 M 29 R Corrected Completed Grad 
19 F 28 R Corrected Grad 
20 M 30 R Normal Grad 
21 M 27 R Corrected Completed Grad 
22 M 18 R Corrected High School 
23 M 36 R Corrected Grad 
























1 Thai - - - Thai - Chinese (12) 
2 Thai Thai Chinese Thai Thai Thai 6 French (18) 
3 Thai Thai Thai Thai Thai; English 7 
Chinese (16-
18) 
4 Thai Thai Thai Thai Thai 11 - 
5 Thai Thai Thai Thai Thai 9 Chinese (16); Russian (21) 
6 Thai Thai Thai Thai Thai 9 - 
7 Thai Thai Thai Thai Thai 10 - 
8 Thai - - Chinese English - - 
9 Thai - - Thai - 7 - 
10 Thai Thai Thai Thai Thai 11 - 
11 Thai - - - Thai - French (16) 
12 Thai Thai Thai Thai Thai 10 - 
13 Thai Thai Thai Thai Thai (English) - - 
14 Thai Thai Thai Thai Thai 7 - 
15 Thai Thai Thai Thai Thai 7 - 
16 Thai Thai Thai Thai Thai 3 - 




18 Thai Thai Thai Thai Thai 11 French (24) 
19 Thai Thai Thai Thai Thai 7 Chinese (21) 
20 Thai Thai Thai Thai Thai 11   
21 Thai Thai Thai Thai Thai 12 
Chinese (17, 
studied for 2 
years 
duration) 
22 Thai Thai Thai Thai Thai; English  
French (17); 
German (18) 
23 Thai Thai Thai Thai Thai 7  










Linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood  
Formula: durlog.preTargPost ~ shrunk + misseg + shrunk * misseg + (1 |      
subj) + (1 | itemid)  
 
   AIC   BIC logLik deviance REMLdev 
 -2539 -2498   1276    -2553   -2523 
Random effects: 
 Groups   Name        Variance  Std.Dev. 
 itemid   (Intercept) 0.0031671 0.056277 
 subj     (Intercept) 0.0139843 0.118255 
 Residual             0.0204335 0.142946 
Number of obs: 2688, groups: itemid, 112; subj, 24 
 
Fixed effects: 
                      Estimate Std. Error t value 
(Intercept)           3.074291   0.025325  121.39 
shrunkTRUE            0.014768   0.007798    1.89 
missegTRUE            0.070575   0.007798    9.05 
shrunkTRUE:missegTRUE 0.023527   0.011029    2.13 
 
Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
            (Intr) shTRUE msTRUE 
shrunkTRUE  -0.154               
missegTRUE  -0.154  0.500        







Linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood  
Formula: durlog.preTargPost ~ shrunk + misseg + (1 | subj) + (1 | itemid)  
 
   AIC   BIC logLik deviance REMLdev 
 -2536 -2501   1274    -2548   -2526 
Random effects: 
 Groups   Name        Variance  Std.Dev. 
 itemid   (Intercept) 0.0031656 0.056263 
 subj     (Intercept) 0.0139839 0.118253 
 Residual             0.0204700 0.143073 
Number of obs: 2688, groups: itemid, 112; subj, 24 
 
Fixed effects: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value 
(Intercept) 3.068410   0.025172  121.90 
shrunkTRUE  0.026531   0.005519    4.81 
missegTRUE  0.082338   0.005519   14.92 
 
Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
           (Intr) shTRUE 
shrunkTRUE -0.110        





Linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood  
Formula: durlog.preTargPost ~ shrunk + (1 | subj) + (1 | itemid)  
 
   AIC   BIC logLik deviance REMLdev 
 -2325 -2295   1167    -2335   -2321 
Random effects: 
 Groups   Name        Variance  Std.Dev. 
 itemid   (Intercept) 0.0030912 0.055599 
 subj     (Intercept) 0.0139673 0.118183 
 Residual             0.0222545 0.149179 
Number of obs: 2688, groups: itemid, 112; subj, 24 
 
Fixed effects: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value 
(Intercept) 3.109579   0.025020  124.28 
shrunkTRUE  0.026531   0.005755    4.61 
 
Correlation of Fixed Effects: 






Linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood  
Formula: durlog.preTargPost ~ misseg + (1 | subj) + (1 | itemid)  
 
   AIC   BIC logLik deviance REMLdev 
 -2515 -2486   1263    -2525   -2511 
Random effects: 
 Groups   Name        Variance  Std.Dev. 
 itemid   (Intercept) 0.0031578 0.056195 
 subj     (Intercept) 0.0139821 0.118246 
 Residual             0.0206553 0.143719 
Number of obs: 2688, groups: itemid, 112; subj, 24 
 
Fixed effects: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value 
(Intercept) 3.081675   0.025021  123.16 
missegTRUE  0.082338   0.005544   14.85 
 
Correlation of Fixed Effects: 








Linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood  
Formula: durlog.preTargPost ~ (1 | subj) + (1 | itemid)  
 
   AIC   BIC logLik deviance REMLdev 
 -2306 -2282   1157    -2314   -2308 
Random effects: 
 Groups   Name        Variance  Std.Dev. 
 itemid   (Intercept) 0.0030835 0.055529 
 subj     (Intercept) 0.0139656 0.118176 
 Residual             0.0224398 0.149799 
Number of obs: 2688, groups: itemid, 112; subj, 24 
 
Fixed effects: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value 






Linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood  
Formula: durlog.preTargPost ~ shrunk + misseg + shrunk * misseg + (1 |      
itemid)  
 
   AIC   BIC logLik deviance REMLdev 
 -1258 -1223    635    -1270   -1239 
Random effects: 
 Groups   Name        Variance  Std.Dev. 
 itemid   (Intercept) 0.0025261 0.050261 
 Residual             0.0350054 0.187097 
Number of obs: 2688, groups: itemid, 112 
 
Fixed effects: 
                      Estimate Std. Error t value 
(Intercept)            3.07429    0.00864   355.8 
shrunkTRUE             0.01477    0.01021     1.4 
missegTRUE             0.07057    0.01021     6.9 
shrunkTRUE:missegTRUE  0.02353    0.01443     1.6 
 
Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
            (Intr) shTRUE msTRUE 
shrunkTRUE  -0.591               
missegTRUE  -0.591  0.500        





Linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood  
Formula: durlog.preTargPost ~ shrunk + misseg + shrunk * misseg + (1 |      
subj)  
 
   AIC   BIC logLik deviance REMLdev 
 -2329 -2294   1171    -2341   -2312 
Random effects: 
 Groups   Name        Variance Std.Dev. 
 subj     (Intercept) 0.013929 0.11802  
 Residual             0.023603 0.15363  
Number of obs: 2688, groups: subj, 24 
 
Fixed effects: 
                      Estimate Std. Error t value 
(Intercept)           3.074291   0.024807  123.93 
shrunkTRUE            0.014768   0.008381    1.76 
missegTRUE            0.070575   0.008381    8.42 
shrunkTRUE:missegTRUE 0.023527   0.011853    1.98 
 
Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
            (Intr) shTRUE msTRUE 
shrunkTRUE  -0.169               
missegTRUE  -0.169  0.500        






Figure 14. Boxplots of all items 
Figure 14 does not indicate any individual items as outliers requiring more or less time to 

































































































































































































Each target sentence is shown below in Thai. Slashes “/” separate regions, and 
parentheses mark the target words. 



































30. นกัธรณีวทิยาเจาะช ัน้ดนิเพิม่อกีหลายจุดในสปัดาหหนาเพือ่หาสาเหตุแผนดนิทรุดในจงัหวดัอางทอง 












ม ั่นคงย ั่งยนื 
40. การสรางความเขาใจใหแกพนกังานทกุระดบัท ั่วท ัง้องคกรเป็นปจัจยัของความสาํเร็จการบรหิารองคก
ร 
41. แพทยมกัจะซกัประวตัิผูป วยอยางละเอยีดในการวนิิจฉยัโรคเบือ้งตน 
42. คณะรฐัมนตรีมีมติอนุมตัิโครงการศกึษาเบือ้งตนการกอตวัของเมฆที่มีผลกระทบตอสภาพอากาศของ
ประเทศไทย 
43. ผูจดัการใหพนกังานฝ ายการตลาดสาํรวจความตองการของผูบรโิภค 




















60. เขาไดยายเครือ่งใชไฟฟ าที่ยกไดขึน้ช ัน้สองเรียบรอยแลวกอนที่นํ้าจะเขาบาน 
61. ภมูปิญัญาในการรกัษาโรคคอืภมูปิญัญาที่ใชในการดแูลรกัษาและแกปญัหาสขุภาพเชนการใชสมนุไ
พรเป็นยาและอาหาร 














73. ความเห็นท ัง้หมดในเวปน้ีเป็นเพียงมมุมองสวนตวับนพื้นฐานความคดิของนกัลงทนุรายยอยคนนึง 
74. คนสจุรติจงึเป็นคนที่สงัคมเชือ่ถอืและกลายเป็นความยอมรบันบัถอืในที่สดุ 



























97. ความซุกซนดือ้ร ัน้เอาแตใจตวัเองของเขาเป็นอปุนิสยัที่สะสมมาต ัง้แตเล็กจนกระท ั่งเตบิโตเป็นหนุม 










105. นกัเรียนที่จบมธัยมตนตางมุงม ั่นที่่จะสอบเขาเรียนตอในมหาวทิยาลยั 
106. เราจาํเป็นตองมธัยสัถเพือ่ใหรายไดพอกบัรายจายและเหลือเก็บออม 
107. คนเราจะเป็นอะไรใหดีตองมีวนิยัถาไมมีวนิยัเป็นอะไรก็ไมดีท ัง้น ัน้ 
108. พระภกิษุสามเณรในทางพระพุทธศาสนาเป็นที่กราบไหวสกัการะบชูาของบรรดาพุทธศาสนิกชน 
109. นกัศกึษาปรญิญาโทจะตองทาํวทิยานิพนธ◌เพือ่ศกึษาคนควาหาความรูเกีย่วกอนจบการศกึษา 
110. ออกซเิจนมีการหมนุเวียนเป็นวฏัจกัรโดยการสงัเคราหะหแสงจากพืช 
111. พืชใชพลงังานแสงและคลอโรฟิลลในการสงัเคราะหดวยแสงเพือ่จะไดสารอนิทรียเป็นสารอาหาร 
112. สิง่มชีีวติในระบบนิเวศมีบทบาทและความสาํคญัแตกตางกนัไดแกผูผลติและผูบรโิภค 
 
 
